REAL school gardens

We create learning gardens that grow successful students
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Our Mission

We create learning gardens that grow successful students.
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Our Formula

Effective Educators

+ Engaged Students

Academic Success
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Effective Educators

• % of teachers reporting they are highly effective doubles after three years of programming (and is on the rise)

Engaged Students

• 94% of educators state that REAL School Gardens is “a major contributor to increased engagement in learning for my students”.
• Ongoing student engagement evaluation

Academic Success

• Partner schools have seen standardized test score pass rates increase between 12% - 15%, with the largest gains in Science.
Our Program

We Build and Revitalize Learning Gardens

- Designed by students and teachers
- Built by community volunteers
- Tailored to each school’s unique needs

We Train Teachers

- Whole school training sessions
- On-the-job training
- Multi-school training
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Effective Educators

WE TRAIN TEACHERS.
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Questions?

Scott Feille
Regional Director, Texas
sfeille@realschoolgardens.org
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